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Norfloat International’s race 
marks are used within jet, water 
ski and sailing clubs worldwide.
Designed and manufactured 
to Norfloat International 
specifications, our range of 
race marks will suit most 
requirements. The range 
includes foam-filled rigid 
markers, ideal for shallow 
and deep water applications 
offering high visibility, excellent 
resistance to impact and the 
elements, and air filled markers 
providing protection to skiers 
and fast moving yachts and 
dinghies.

Norfloat International’s range of inflatable race 
marks start with the FISA compliant NB00 
and NB0 used worldwide for rowing lane 
marking.  Our mid-range buoys NA1-NB4 
are the popular choice for inland water sports 
and activity centres, whilst the larger NA4-
NRM150 buoys are more commonly used by 
inshore racing for jet ski and sailing clubs. 

The rigid NRM1100 is a fully customisable 
all season race mark. Available in various 
colours, with optional lighting and mould in 
graphics, this 1m buoy provides a robust, 
high visibility option for cruiser and dinghy 
clubs alike. Its low draft hull design allows 
the buoy to be towed behind most club craft 
making weekend deployment and retrieval 
easy if required.

Race Marks

Features
Inflatable UV stabilised PVC Markers 
Manufactured from a UV stabilised marine grade PVC, 
with an injection moulded rope eye, Norfloat International’s 
inflatable “NA” and “NB” range including the NRM150 buoys 
provide a reliable, high visibility spherical float for marking 
courses on lakes, rivers and open water. Commonly used 
by clubs in events such as canoeing, triathlons, sailing, jet 
ski and rowing, our range of buoys have proven to be the 
professional’s choice for over 50 years. 

Tough eye 
Norfloat International’s rope eye is one of the toughest 
designs in the world.  Designed to withstand the rigours of 
the Norwegian fishing industry, the “NA” and “NB” race mark 
range should last for many years.  

Lettering 
Irremovable lettering and numbering can be moulded into 
the buoys at the time of manufacture.  This is ideal for course 
marking and sponsorship.

Valve 
The Norfloat International valve is simple and effective, 
allowing easy inflation and deflation.  The valve is sealed using 
a coarse threaded plastic screw which is impossible to cross 
thread.  The plastic design ensures sea water will not cause 
corrosion or seizure.
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Race Marks

Product  Circumference Diameter Maximum Lift Eye Diameter
Name cm cm kg cm

NB00* 47 18 1 10
NB0* 72 23 2 10
NB1 89 28 4 20
NA1 102 32 5 20
NB2 114 36 7 25
NA2 127 40 10 25
NB3 140 44 15 25
NA3 152 49 20 25
NB4 165 53 25 25
NA4 190 61 40 25
NB5 216 68 50 25
NB6 254 81 60 25
NB7 305 97 90 25
NRM150 381 121 90 25
NRM1100 345 1100 ** **

* Std Rope eye 
**Optional Mooring points 

Although every effort is made to provide accurate information, dimensions and weights may vary slightly.
Norfloat International reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

Specifications

Colours 
Rigid markers available in Yellow and Orange. Inflatable markers 
available in Black, Grey, White, Navy Blue, Royal Blue, Signal 
Green, Signal Red, Fluorescent Orange and Yellow.
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